A.P PONGAL FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VI CLASS
Telugu FL 1,2

Day - 1

Telugu SL 1,2,3,4,5

 


 

Maths :
Write the tables from 1 to 20

Day - 2

Day - 3

Day - 4

Hind - FL

Hind - SL

PHYSICS

and display it in the class
room.

CHEMISTRY :
What type of changes will you observe in your
surroundings in every day life Explain to your friends.

English
Biology
Read one Akbar and Birbal Collect the information
Story and narrate it in your about different bones and
own words.
joints in your body.

Telugu FL 4,5,7
Telugu SL 678910
Hind - FL
Hind - SL
PHYSICS
  1. How will you measure the
area of your palm using




graph paper?



Explain.


Maths :
Write the perfect
squares from 1 to 30

SOCIAL STUDIES


 1) Draw the neat diagram Point out the continents
of torch light on the chart and oceans in the world


(or ) on the thermocol sheet
map.


Chemistry :
Collect information from your grand parents about
preparation of salt in ancient days and explain that
process to your neighbours.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Write a short note on
unity in diversity in India

English
Biology
Write your favourite story in Prepare a model of hinge
your words.
joint

A.P PONGAL FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VI CLASS
Telugu FL 81014

Day - 5

Telugu SL 1112131415

 


 

Maths :
Write the perfect cubes from 1 to 20

Day - 6

Hind - FL

Hind - SL

 




PHYSICS
Where do you find
reflection of light in your
daily life ? Write few
examples with pictures.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Write the importance of
Pongal Festival in our
state.

CHEMISTRY :
Write a short note on how drought and floods are
caused.Collect few related pictures and paste in a
scrab book page

English
How did you celebrate
Sankranthi festival ? Write
in your words.

Biology
Collect the information
from your school library
or internet about
Sir. J.C. Bose who
invented response to
stimulus in plants.

A.P PONGAL FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VII CLASS
Telugu FL 1,2

Day - 1

Day - 2

Hind - FL

Hind - SL



 
  

 




Maths :
Draw the symmetric figures
(English alphabets, 2-D shapes
diagrams etc)
Telugu FL 4,5,7

Day - 3

Telugu SL 1,2,3,4

Telugu SL 5,6,7,8

CHEMISTRY :
Collect information regarding waste water
management in your town / village, Explain
the different steps in A4 sheet.
Hind - FL

Hind - SL

PHYSICS
1) Visit your classmates
houses. Find out
the meter readings of
three months.
Record your observations.
Ask your parents about
how electricity bill is paid?

SOCIAL STUDIES
Draw the preamble
on a chart

English
Prepare a chart on 'Parts
of Speech'

Biology
Collect the pictures
of forest products
and stick them in the
study material.

PHYSICS

SOCIAL STUDIES



1) Make a model of


   anemometer and exhibit
in the class room.
   




Draw the outline
map of AP and locate
your own district

A.P PONGAL FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VII CLASS
Maths :
Draw the congruent figures
Day - 4

Telugu FL 11,13

Day - 5

Day - 6

Telugu SL
9,10,11,12

Chemistry :
English
Observe the colour change when vegetable Why is Sanhranthi Festival
cut into pieces by your mother and give
celebrated? Write its
reason for that and write some more such
significance.
type of changes takes place in our
surroundings
Hind - FL

Hind - SL


 


























Maths :
Draw the different quadrilaterals
and write their properties

CHEMISTRY :
Your Kitchen acts as a good laboratory with
different acids and bases and neutral
compounds. Prepare a list with available of
such substances in A4 sheet.

PHYSICS
Make a model of
periscope & exhibit it in
your classroom

English
Write an article on
Festivals of India.

Biology
Prepare a paper
presentation on
conservation of
forests.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Write how you
celebrated Sankranti
festival

Biology
Prepare a model of
an ideal forest with
natural vegetation.

A.P PONGAL FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VIII CLASS
Telugu FL 1,2

Day - 1






Telugu SL 1,2,3

PHYSICS
SOCIAL STUDIES
  
Collect the
Write a short note

 photographs of local on the need to
musicians and exhibit
project



them in your class
environment


Maths :
Draw the similar figures
Day - 2

Telugu FL 4,7,8

Day - 3

Telugu SL 4,5,6

Hind - FL

Hind - SL

CHEMISTRY :
English
Biology
By burning a piece of paper, a wooden piece, a Indians celebrate
Make a power
wet cloth and iron rod what you can
many festivals. Which point presentation
understand write in your own words
festival do you like the on Air and Water
most ?Write its
pollution
significance.

Hind - FL

Hind - SL

   









PHYSICS
SOCIAL STUDIES
Make a battery from Draw the outline
four lemons and test map of India and
it with a LED in the
locate all the
circuit and exhibit in states and dunion
the class room.
territories

A.P PONGAL FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR VIII CLASS
Maths :
Prepare chart on exponents
and powers formulae
Day - 4

Telugu FL 11,13

Day - 5

Telugu SL 7,8,9,10

Hind - FL

Hind - SL

English
Biology
Write your favourite
Visit a local
story in your own
authority and
words.
collect information
about their role in
community health
PHYSICS

1.Colour seismic
   


  zones in India out line
map on the thermocol


 
sheet.


 

Maths :
Draw the different 3D shape figures
write formulae for their C.S.A, T.S.A and
Volume
Day - 6

Chemistry :
We can observe different colours while
burning a candle. What information can be
given by that colours make a note and explain
in your class room

SOCIAL STUDIES
Write a short note
on Goods Servixe
Tax

CHEMISTRY :
English
Biology
Draw the neat lablled diagrams of conductivity How is Sankranthi
Collect the
of metals and codes of different types of
celebrated in your information about
plastics on Chart and display in your class.
village. Describe the
the
celebration in your
"Immunization"
words.
and prepare a
paper
presentation.

A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR IX CLASS
Telugu FL 1,2,5 



Day - 1

Telugu SL 1,2,3,4

Maths :
Write the information about circles
and its parts with diagrams
Day - 2

Telugu FL 7,8,10 




Telugu SL 5,6,7,8





Day - 3

Maths :
Prepare chart
on algebraic identities
Day - 4

Hind - FL

Hind - SL

  





PHYSICS
SOCIAL STUDIES
1) Make a lactometer with ball Write a short note on usage of
point refill. What would you do
plastic bags its effect on
to make the refill stand
environment
vertically straight

CHEMISTRY :
English
Prepare various solutions with different densities by adding
Write your targets for class X
some drops of ink in different amounts of water and explain the
principle involved in it to your friends

Hind - FL

Hind - SL

 






Chemistry :
Collect information regarding periodical development of
fundamental particles and structure of atom with different
atomic models and display then information Chart.

Biology
Prepare a Quiz on Bio-geo
Chemical cycles and depletion
of ozone layer

PHYSICS
Collect the pictures about the
applications of multiple
reflections of sound and ultra
sounds in daily life. Exhibit in
the class room.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Draw the outline map of India
and locate all the states
capitals and unions territories
capitals

English
What is your ambition? How
are you going to achieve it ?

Biology
Prepare an article on anaerobic
respiration to present in
school's symposium.

A.P PONGAL HOLIDAYS FUN WORK SCHEDULE FOR IX CLASS

Day - 5

Telugu FL 11,13,15

Telugu SL 9,10,11,12









Maths :
Prepare the pichart, bar diagram on
Spending of time on daily activities in holidays
Day - 6

Hind - FL

Hind - SL

 



CHEMISTRY :
Collect different types of solutions used in our daily life and
classify them into True solutions,Colloidal and Suspentions
using Torch light. Draw a table in A4 sheet .

PHYSICS
SOCIAL STUDIES
Collect pictures showing
Write a short note on the Five
various situation where
states assembly elections
potential energy possessed by
recently held elections
an object depends
an its shape and position.
Prepare a scrap book.

English
Gather information of any
three festivals and ask
questions to your friends
related to the festivals.

Biology
Visit a doctor and find out the
information related to
digestion. Prepare a chart and
display in your class room.

